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We propose two techniques for the low-density parity-check (LDPC) coded partial response channel with run-length-limited (RLL)
constraints. The first is a modification of the selective flipping technique so that side information is not needed. The second is based on the
estimation of flipped bits for the selective flipping technique. The second technique can achieve significant performance improvement
over the simple selective flipping technique either with side information or without side information. We also incorporate these two
techniques into a known technique to design LDPC coded recording systems that can meet strict RLL constraints without performance
degradation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I N data storage systems, run-length-limited (RLL) coding
[1], [2] is usually needed to avoid the adverse effect of inter-

symbol interference (ISI) and/or to facilitate the operation of
synchronization. An RLL sequence is a binary sequence, for
which the run length of consecutive 0’s is under a given con-
straint. For example, in a sequence, the number of con-
secutive 0’s is at least and at most . An RLL code is a col-
lection of RLL sequences, which may not have error-correcting
capability.

Constructing RLL codes with error-correcting (EC) capabil-
ities, i.e., RLL-EC coding scheme, is an interesting topic [3],
[4]. A straightforward method to construct RLL code with EC
capability can be divided into three stages. For the first stage,
we convert a message sequence into a data sequence satisfying
RLL constraint. For the second stage, a systematic EC encoder
adds parity bits which may not satisfy the RLL constraint to the
data sequence. For the third stage, the parity bits which may not
satisfy the RLL constraint are converted into a parity sequence
satisfying RLL constraint. However, the EC capability of the
resultant RLL-EC coding scheme may be changed. In case that
the RLL constraint is the constraint, there is a very simple
method for which the EC capability of the resultant RLL-EC
coding scheme will not be changed. We first encode a message
sequence into a codeword of length using the ECC (EC code)
encoder and then we insert 1’s into this codeword every bits.
The resultant code will satisfy the constraint. In [5]–[7],
novel methods have been proposed to insert parity bits of the
ECC into the message sequence which meets the con-
straint so that the resultant sequence will not violate the
constraint, where .

In [8]–[11], the channel for data storage and detection is con-
sidered as a partial response (PR) channel. Since a combined
ECC with PR channel can be considered as a concatenated
coding system, we can combine the soft-in-soft-out (SISO)
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equalizer for the PR channel and the SISO ECC decoder
to achieve high reliability. Since the affect of intersymbol
interference can be effectively removed in this concatenated
structure, we can set for the sequence constraint. In
particular, using a turbo code [12] or an LDPC code [13]–[15]
as ECC which is combined with PR channel can achieve very
high error-correcting capability [8]–[11]. In [16], the uncon-
strained LDPC codeword is deliberately bit flipped to satisfy
the RLL constraint before being sent to the channel, while the
deliberately flipped bits are expected to be removed by the
powerful LDPC decoder. This scheme is novel in using the
capability of ECC to eliminate the need of redundancy in RLL
coding. This scheme can be applied to sequences with
loose constraint, i.e., large . In case of moderate or small ,
the number of deliberately flipped bits will be so great that only
a low rate LDPC code is powerful enough to correct them. To
reduce the number of deliberately flipped bits, Li and Vijaya
Kumar [10] proposed to try a number of test sequences which
are respectively added (modulo 2) to the unconstrained LDPC
codeword to find a resultant sequence which is likely to have
acceptable number of flipped bits. The scheme proposed in [10]
can be applied to sequence with moderate constraint, i.e.,
moderate , and is an efficient one except for the need of side
information which is required to satisfy the RLL constraint and
requires error protection.

In this paper, we follow the thread of [10] and propose two
techniques for removing the need of side information. In ad-
dition, we incorporate these two techniques into the technique
in [5] to design LDPC coded recording systems which can
meet strict RLL constraint without performance degradation.
In Section II, we propose a side-information free LDPC coded
PR channel design which uses a number of test sequences to
reduce the flipped bits needed for satisfying the RLL constraint.
In Section III, we present the proposed flipped bits estimation
technique. In this way, we can reduce the number of test
sequences needed for reducing deliberately flipped bits. In
Section IV, we combine the techniques of Sections II and III
with a method proposed in [5] so that we can achieve highly
reliable data storage system with strict constraints. Concluding
remarks are given in Section V.
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Fig. 1. Encoder for an LDPC coded recording system using the selective flip-
ping technique.

II. SELECTIVE FLIPPING TECHNIQUES

Fig. 1 shows an encoder of a data recording system, where
is an -bit message to be stored in the

recording system. We use as input to the encoder of an LDPC
code, , to obtain the -bit output .
The purpose of LDPC coding is twofold. The first is to enhance
the reliability of the retrieved data. The second is to remove
flipped bits. The sequence may not meet the RLL constraint.
Let be a set of maximum length sequences ( sequences)
of length . For each sequence , we
have

(1)

We flip some bits of to result in a sequence that meets
the RLL constraint. Let be the such
that the number of flipped bits, i.e., the weight of ,
is the smallest among all the . Each component

in is either 0 or 1. Replacing each component
that is equal to 0 by a component , we converts the sequence

into a corresponding sequence . The
sequence will be the input of a PR channel with impulse
response . At the reading side, we can
use soft-in-soft-out (SISO) equalizer to exploit the effect of ISI
caused by the PR channel. Since candidates are used to reduce
the number of flipped bits which are needed to meet the RLL
constraint, we may call this multiple-candidate method a selec-
tive flipping (SLF) technique. This SLF technique for the LDPC
coded PR equalized system with RLL constraint was proposed
in [10]. Multiple-candidate method was also used in the tech-
nique of guided scrambling to design constrained codes with
high efficiency in [17], [18].

A. Systems Using Side Information

In [10], side information is used to indicate the selected
maximum length sequence . Note that needs to be coded into

to acquire error protection and satisfy the RLL constraint.
For example, we may use a (25,8) block code shortened from
a (26,9) binary linear code [19] with minimum distance 9 to
protect the 8-bit side information for indicating the candidate
(maximum length sequence) selected from containing 256
candidates. To meet the RLL constraint, the code length (i.e.,
the length of ) will be longer than 25. In case of the ( )
constraint with and , the code lengths of the
error-protection code for side information, denoted , should
be increased to 29, 30, and 34 respectively, by periodically in-
serting 1’s into the codeword of the (25,8) ECC. The input to
the PR channel is actually the sequence pair instead of

simply , where is obtained from by replacing each com-
ponent in equal to 0 by . According to the channel model
used in [7], [10], we have and for
detection, where denotes the operation of convolution, either

or is a vector representing additive noise for which each
component is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with vari-
ance .

We can apply the maximum likelihood decoder to the error-
protection code for side information, , to recover from .
Then, we can find the selected candidate and employ the fol-
lowing algorithm for detection. Let be the maximum number
of iterations between the MAP (maximum a posteriori) detector
(or equalizer) and LDPC decoder.

Algorithm SI

Set the index of outer iteration .
Step 1) The MAP detector for the PR channel takes

and the priori LLR (log-likelihood ratio)
value for the bit , denoted , as input. In
each iteration, MAP detector for the PR channel
generates the posteriori LLR value for ,
denoted , as output. The extrinsic value
for is obtained by = .

Step 2) Use as input to
the decoder of the LDPC code , where

. After iterations
within the LDPC decoder, the LDPC decoder
generates the posteriori LLR value for ,
denoted as output.

Step 3) Let . The extrinsic
value for the bit from the decoder is
obtained by which is used
as the a priori LLR, i.e., , in the
MAP detector. The resultant sequence is

which will be
used in the next iteration.

Step 4) Increase by 1. If the index of iteration
, then the hard decision of

, is used as the final
estimate of . Otherwise, go back to Step 1.

Example 1: Consider the PR channel which is the EPR4
channel with impulse response . Let the
RLL constraint be the constraint. Fig. 2 shows
the bit error rate (BER) curve obtained by deliberate flipping
as proposed in [16]. We can use the SLF technique in [10] to
improve the error performance. Let the number of candidates,

, be 256. The side information is protected by a (29,8) block
code which is converted from a (25,8) code with distance
9 by adding bits to satisfy the (0,7) constraint. The number of
message bits is . An (999, 888) LDPC code [14] is
used. From Fig. 2, the BER obtained by using Algorithm SI and

is very close to the ideal case, i.e., the LDPC coded
PR channel without any RLL constraint, where and

stands for the consumed energy per message bit
and is the one-sided power spectral density of the additive
white Gaussian noise. However, the SLF technique using side
information has a rate loss of % %
as compared to this ideal case. To reduce the rate loss, we may
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of (999, 888) LDPC coded EPR4 channel with (0,7)
constraint (U = 1; U = 15).

use only 16 candidates instead of the original 256 candidates. To
protect the 4-bit side information, we may use a (21,4) binary
linear code with minimum distance 9 that is shortened from a
(26,9) code [19]. To satisfy the (0,7) constraint, the code length
needs to be extended to 24. Thus, the code rate loss will be

% %. However, as shown in Fig. 2,
the BER obtained by using Algorithm SI and is quite
inferior to that obtained by using Algorithm SI and .

We may compare Example 1 with Example 2 which is
constructed by using the powerful RLL-LDPC concatenation
scheme proposed in [5].

Example 2: According to [5, Table I], we can design a (18,17)
RLL code, denoted , meeting the (0,7) constraint, for which
10 of the 18 bit positions in each codeword can be used as uncon-
strained bits, where each unconstrained bit means that we can
arbitrarily assign 0 or 1 to this bit position without violating the
constraint. In addition, we can design a (9,8) RLL code, denoted

, meeting the (0,7) constraint. Moreover, the concatenation of
and will still meet the (0,7) constraint. We can concate-

nate 55 and 1 codeword to form a (999, 943) RLL code
meeting the (0,7) constraint, for which 550 bit positions in

each codeword can be used as unconstrained bits. At the begin-
ning of encoding, we encode a 943-bit sequence which contains
888 message bits and 55 zero bits into a 999-bit codeword of

. The 55 zero bits are located at the unconstrained bit posi-
tions. The other 944 bits of a RLL codeword of are encoded
into a codeword of a (999, 944) systematic LDPC codeword,
where the 55 parity bits will replace 55 zero bits in the uncon-
strained bit positions. In this way, we have an LDPC codeword
of length 999 bits which meets the (0,7) constraint. The overall
information rate is which is the same as Ex-
ample 1. From Fig. 2, we can see that the BER performances
obtained by using RLL-LDPC concatenation scheme are infe-
rior to those obtained by using Algorithm SI with either
or .

B. Systems Without Side Information

From Examples 1 and 2, we find that using the selective flip-
ping technique combined with error-protected side information
and LDPC coding for the RLL constrained PR channel has ex-
cellent performance at the cost of rate loss. Now we propose

Fig. 3. Candidate decision for the selected flipping technique without side in-
formation (NSI).

to modify the selective flipping technique shown in Fig. 1 by
deleting the error-protected side information. Hence, the infor-
mation rate will be exactly the same as the ideal case. For this
side-information free technique, is no longer available. We
now only have for detection. Due to the lack
of side information, we have no idea of which candidate is
selected. Thus, we have to test every candidate. As shown in
Fig. 3, we have a set of component detectors, each for a can-
didate . The detection and decoding algorithm for
the side-information free system is shown as follows. Let be
a positive integer which is smaller than .

Algorithm NSI

Step 1) For the th component detector, , the
iteration (Steps 1–4) for
is the same as that in Algorithm SI
except that should be replaced by

.
Step 2) At the end of the th iteration, we compute the

sum of LLR values

(2)

for each component detector. Decide the
component detector with the largest LLRSUM.

Step 3) Let the -th component detector be the one
with the largest LLRSUM. We complete the

-th to the th iteration for the th
component detector.

Step 4) If the index of iteration , then the hard
decision of , for the

th component code is used as the final estimate
of .

This side-information free selective flipping technique is de-
signed based on an assumption that the cosets, and

, are widely separated, where and
= . If the assumption is correct, the bit error
rate (BER) of the side-information free selective flipping tech-
nique will be similar to the technique using correct side infor-
mation. Although we are unable to prove this fact analytically,
in our simulation, we randomly pick some LDPC codes from
[14] and the simulation results show that this technique works
as expected.
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The computational complexity of Algorithms SI and NSI
is dominated by MAP equalization (detection) and LDPC
decoding. The computational complexity of Algorithm NSI is
about times of that of Algorithm SI. Usually,
using equal to 1 or 2 will be enough for the detector to iden-
tify the correct candidate. Hence, the increase of computational
complexity will not be too great. For Algorithms SI and NSI
implemented in hardware, the hardware complexity is highly
dependent on the architectures used and the throughput and
latency requirements. As compared to Algorithm SI, Algorithm
NSI will increase the latency of the detector and decoder based
on the same hardware resource.

Example 3: We modify Example 1 by removing the side in-
formation part and using Algorithm NSI for detection and de-
coding. Now we use the (999, 888) LDPC code from [14]. To
reduce the computational complexity, we consider only the case
of . In the simulation, we use and .
The computational complexity of waiving side information is

times of that of using the side information.
Note that the BER curve of using side information is very close
to the curve of not using side information as shown in Fig. 2, in
this case of .

To achieve the BER performance approaching that of the
ideal case, we may divide the 256 candidates into 16 groups and
each group contains 16 candidates, where we use a 4-bit side in-
formation to indicate each group and the 4-bit side information
is protected by a (24,4) code . In the detection, the side infor-
mation obtained by decoding can help indicate the chosen
group and the selected candidate inside the chosen group can be
identified by Algorithm NSI. In Fig. 2, we see that the associ-
ated BER performance indicated by SI NSI, is
close to the ideal case.

In Example 3, if we want to completely remove the need
of side information and have BER performance close to the
ideal case, we need to increase to a very large number, which
will drastically increase the computational complexity. To avoid
such significant increase in computational complexity, we can
resort to the following technique.

III. ESTIMATION OF THE FLIPPED BITS

We now propose a scheme which alleviates the interference
of flipped bits by estimating the positions of these flipped bits in
the detection process. In this paper, we apply a selected flipping
operation with a small to this estimation scheme so that the
number of flipped bits is not too great to estimate.

A. Flipped Bits Estimation for Side-Information Free
Techniques

Remember that in Section II-B, for the side-information free
technique, iterations are implemented for each of the com-
ponent detectors and in case that the th component detector
has the largest LLRSUM at the th iteration then the rest of the

iterations are implemented for only the th component
detector, where each iteration is implemented for the exchange
of information between the MAP (channel) detector (equalizer)
and the LDPC decoder as indicated in Section II-A. Note that
the LDPC decoder is used to remove both the additive noise and
the flipped bits which are used to meet the RLL constraint. In

case that the number of flipped bits is great, the LDPC decoder
alone can not correct these flipped bits. We need to employ the
correlation property within the RLL sequences to enhance the
error-correcting capability of the LDPC code.

After we decide the single component detector which em-
ploys the candidate and will be chosen for the th iteration,

, we will execute the decoding and estimation op-
erations as shown in Fig. 4. In each iteration, we have the soft
output of the LDPC decoder, i.e., the posteriori LLR value for
the bit , denoted . For each component
of equal to 1, we reverse the polarity of corresponding com-
ponent of the to remove the effect of selective flipping
and obtain . Make hard decision on . Then, we
have which imitates the procedure of selective flipping,
where is an estimation of obtained by
making hard decision on . Moreover, we modify
into which satisfies the RLL constraint by flipping some bits
of . The nonzero bits in represent the esti-
mation of the flipped bits for satisfying the RLL constraint. The
nonzero bits in will be used to change the polarity
of and in Algorithm SI. The algorithm for detec-
tion and decoding along with the estimation of flipped bits is
summarized as follows.

ALGORITHM NSIEST

Step 1) We follow Algorithm NSI until the we identify
the th component detector as the one which
has the largest LLRSUM at the end of the

th iteration. We now consider only the th
component detector. Set .

Step 2) For each component of equals to 1, we
reverse the polarity of corresponding component
of the to obtain . Make hard
decision on . Then, we have .
Modify into which satisfies the RLL
constraint by flipping some bits of .

Step 3) Change the polarity of if the th
component of is 1. We have .
Then, repeat Step 1 of Algorithm SI except that

is replaced by .
Step 4) Change the polarity of if the th

component of is 1. We have
. Then, repeat Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm

SI except that is replaced by and
is replaced by .

Step 5) If , then increase by 1 and go back
to Step 2. Otherwise, make hard decision on

, to obtain the final
estimate of .

The computational complexity of Algorithm NSIEST is
about times of that of Algorithm SI. If
using the same , the computational complexity of Algorithm
NSIEST is almost the same as that of Algorithm NSI since the
additional operations of finding and bit flipping
contribute to insignificant computational complexity increase.
However, the latency will be increased.
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Fig. 4. Iterative decoding and flipped bits estimation for algorithm NSIEST.

Fig. 5. Additional simulation results of (999, 888) LDPC coded EPR4 channel
with (0,7) constraint (U = 1; U = 15).

Example 4: We modify Example 3 by using Algorithm
NSIEST for detection and decoding instead of using Algorithm
NSI. Now we use the (999, 888) LDPC code from [14]. Other
parameters are and . The
computational complexity of using Algorithm NSIEST is only

times of that of using Algorithm SI.
From Fig. 5, we see that the simulation results indicate that the
BER performance of using Algorithm NSIEST is very close to
the ideal case.

B. Flipped Bits Estimation Along With Side Information

Either Algorithm NSI or Algorithm NSIEST is designed
based on the idea of waiving the need of side information so that
there is no rate loss resulting from using side information. The
price is the increased computational complexity. The concept
of estimation can be applied to the selective flipping technique
with side information to reduce the number of candidates
needed for selective flipping, i.e., , and hence the number
of bits for side information. In this way, there will be almost
no penalty for computational complexity increase, while the
number of needed side-information bits can be kept small.

Assuming that the side information is correctly recovered,
we can then find the selected candidate . We have the following
algorithm for iterations based on the estimation of flipped bits.

Fig. 6. Simulation results of (4608, 4096) LDPC coded EPR4 channel with
(0,7) constraint (U = 1).

ALGORITHM SIEST

Step 1) Set .
Step 2) Repeat Step 2 to Step 5 of Algorithm NSIEST

by using to replace .

Example 5: We modify Example 1 by using Algorithm
SIEST to replace Algorithm SI. We consider the case of

. From Fig. 5, we see that the obtained BER perfor-
mance is close to the ideal case. From Fig. 2, we find that the
BER performance of the ideal case is similar to that obtained
by using Algorithm SI with and is much better than
that obtained by using Algorithm SI with . In case of
using identical , the computational complexity of Algorithm
SIEST is almost the same as that of Algorithm SI.
In the previous examples, we consider the (999, 888) LDPC
code constructed by using the method in [14]. In the following
example, we demonstrate Algorithm SIEST can work well for
a longer LDPC code constructed by using the progressive edge
growth (PEG) method in [20], [21].

Example 6: In this example, we construct an LDPC coded
system using SLF to meet the (0,7) constraint by replacing the
(999, 888) LDPC code with a (4608, 4096) PEG-LDPC code
[20], [21]. Fig. 6 shows the BER performance of such a LDPC
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coded system using Algorithm SIEST with over an
EPR4 channel. Also included in Fig. 6 are the BER perfor-
mances for the ideal case and the case of using deliberate flip-
ping proposed in [16]. From Fig. 6, we see that the simulation re-
sults indicate that the BER performance using Algorithm SIEST
is very close to the ideal case. For comparison, we also construct
a RLL-LDPC concatenation scheme [5] by using a (4352, 4096)
RLL code and a (4608, 4352) PEG-LDPC code in a way similar
to Example 2. The overall information rate of this RLL-LDPC
concatenation scheme is 4096/4608–0.889 which is the same as
that of the (4608, 4096) PEG-LDPC code. From Fig. 6, we can
see that the BER performance obtained by using RLL-LDPC
concatenation scheme is inferior to that obtained by using Al-
gorithm SIEST with .

C. Convergence Analysis for Algorithms NSIEST and SIEST

In this paper, we use the technique of EXIT (extrinsic infor-
mation transfer) chart [22] to examine the convergence behavior
of Algorithms NSIEST and SIEST. We assume that the detector
is chosen correctly in either NSIEST and SIEST. We consider
information exchange between the LDPC decoder and the MAP
equalizer (detector) including the flipped bits estimator.

For the MAP equalizer including the flipped bits estimator,
we investigate the EXIT characteristic of the input mutual
information and the output mutual in-
formation . Since the channel output is
also an input to the MAP equalizer, we calculate based on
a channel with a certain level of additive noise and a certain
level of flipping errors which are dependent on , and

, i.e., the number of candidates in the SLF technique. Hence,
is a function of and , and we write

.
For the LDPC decoder, we investigate the EXIT character-

istic of the input mutual information
and the output mutual information

. Note that is not a function of or or .
Fig. 7 shows and under various conditions. From

Fig. 7, we find that the LDPC coded system using Algorithm
NSIEST (or SIEST) with can converge to a low BER at

dB under constraint since and in-
tersect at a value of mutual information equal to 1. In addition,
we find that the LDPC coded system using Algorithm NSIEST
(or SIEST) with can not converge to a low BER at

dB under constraint since and in-
tersect at a low value of mutual information.

Although EXIT chart analysis is most effective for long
codes, the EXIT chart for our examples using LDPC codes
of lengths 999 and 4608 respectively still reveals valuable
information. For example, we can investigate the speed of
convergence by observing the trajectory in Fig. 8. We find that
the LDPC coded system using Algorithm NSIEST (or SIEST)
can converge to a value of mutual information equal to 1 at
the 12th iteration. This observation of convergence speed is
verified by the BER results shown in Fig. 6. Both the (4608,
4096) PEG LDPC code and the (999, 888) LDPC code used
in this paper have the same rate of 0.888. The longer (4608,
4096) PEG LDPC code has better BER performance than the

Fig. 7. EXIT curves of MAP detector including flipped bits estimator and
LDPC decoder. (A) Detector, (E )(N ) = 6:5 dB, (0,7) constraint, L = 16;
(B) Detector, (E )=(N ) = 5:0 dB, (0,7) constraint, L = 16; (C) De-
tector, (E )=(N ) = 6:5 dB, (0,3) constraint, L = 256; (D) Detector,
(E )=(N ) = 5:0 dB, (0,3) constraint, L = 256; (E) (999, 888) LDPC
Decoder, U = 1; (F) (4608, 4096) LDPC Decoder, U = 1; (G) (4096, 2048)
LDPC Decoder, U = 1; (H) (4096, 2048) LDPC Decoder, U = 2.

Fig. 8. Trajectories of iterative processes for MAP detector including flipped
bits estimator and LDPC decoder (SIEST with L = 16 and U = 1).

(999, 888) LDPC code for greater than 6 dB. How-
ever, at dB under the constraint, the BER
performance of the (4608, 4096) PEG LDPC code is worse.
This result can be verified by observing Fig. 7, which shows
that using the (4608, 4096) PEG LDPC code, the and
intersect at a smaller value of mutual information as compared
to using the (999, 888) LDPC code.

IV. FLIPPED BITS ESTIMATION FOR STRICT RLL CONSTRAINTS

For a very strict RLL constraint, such as ,
the number of flipped bits will be great even if the number of
candidates in the SLF technique is very large. To correct such a
large number of flipped bits, the rate of LDPC code should be
low enough.

Example 7: Consider an LDPC coded system under the (0,3)
constraint. We use SIEST with and . Let
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dB. Suppose that a rate 0.5 (4096, 2048) LDPC
code [14] is used. Two curves plotted for and
can respectively be found in Fig. 7. For , it is clear that
and intersect at a value of mutual information smaller than 1.
If we increase the number of inner iterations of the LDPC code
to and intersect at a value of mutual information
equal to 1. Simulation shows that for the and

cases, the associated BER are about and about
respectively.

If we want to avoid using the low rate LDPC code and
using SLF with a large number of candidates, the powerful
method proposed in [5] which has been described at the end of
Section II-A can be used.

Example 8: Consider the case of . According
to Table I of [5], we can design a (9,8) code meeting the (0,3)
constraint, for which 1 of the 9 bit positions in each codeword
can be used as the unconstrained bit. We concatenate 111 code-
words of to form a (999, 888) RLL code , meeting the
(0,3) constraint, for which 111 bit positions in each codeword
can be used as unconstrained bits and the other

bit positions can be used as constrained bits. In a way sim-
ilar to Example 2, we can have a LDPC codeword of length 999
bits which meets the (0,3) constraint and the overall information
rate is .

To increase the information rate above the method proposed
in [5], we can encode only a portion of the message bits into a
RLL sequence. After the RLL and LDPC encoding, there are
some code bits which may not meet the RLL constraint and can
be processed by the selective flipping technique and the flipped
bits estimation technique. An example which improves the in-
formation rate of Example 8 is given as follows.

Example 9: Consider the case of . According
to Table I of [5], we can design a (10,9) code meeting the
(0,3) constraint, for which 1 of the 10 bit positions in each code-
word can be used as the unconstrained bit. We concatenate 98
codewords of to form a (980, 882) RLL code , meeting the
(0,3) constraint, for which 98 bit positions in each codeword can
be used as unconstrained bits and the other
bit positions are used as constrained bits. At the beginning of
encoding, we encode an 882-bit sequence which contains 784
message bits and 98 zero bits into a 980-bit codeword of .
The 98 zero bits are located at the unconstrained bit positions.
The other 882 constrained bits of a codeword of together
with additional 6 message bits are encoded into a codeword of
the (999, 888) systematic LDPC codeword, where 98 out of the
111 parity bits will replace 98 zero bits in the unconstrained
bit positions. The resultant code, denoted , has an overall in-
formation rate of . In , each codeword is
still an LDPC codeword of length 999 bits for which 980 bits
meets the (0,3) constraint and the other 19 bits may not. We
can deliberately flip some bits of these 19 bits to meet the (0,3)
constraint. At the reading side, we can apply the conventional
message passing between LDPC code and the MAP detector,
which is equivalent to Algorithm SI with . The associ-
ated BER performances as indicated by “ , deliberate flipping
only” are shown in Fig. 9. We can also apply NSIEST to with
deliberate flipping. From Fig. 9, we can see that the BER per-
formances represented by ” , NSIEST and ”, i.e., pure
estimation without using SLF technique, are clearly superior to
those represented by “ , deliberate flipping only.” In Fig. 9,

Fig. 9. Simulation results of (999, 888) LDPC coded EPR4 channel with (0,3)
constraint (U = 1; U = 15).

we also observe that with NSIEST and provides fur-
ther improvement in the BER performances.

As a comparison, we may consider a partially ideal case for
which in the storage side, without flipping any bit is used,
and in the reading side, conventional message passing between
LDPC code and the MAP detector, equivalently Algorithm SI
with , is used. Although no bit flipping is needed in this
partially ideal case, we see from Fig. 9 that the associated BER
performances are inferior to those obtained by with NSIEST
and . A major reason for this phenomenon is that in

with NSIEST and , the correlation property imposed
by the (0,3) constraint is efficiently exploited to remove errors
caused by additive noise and deliberate flipping. To examine this
argument, we modify the detection of the partially ideal case by
checking the 980 bit positions which are encoded to satisfy the
(0,3) constraint to see whether they meet the (0,3) constraint or
not. Fig. 9 shows that the associated BER performances will be
very close to those obtained by with NSIEST and .

BER performances of the ideal case, for which LDPC coded
PR channel without RLL constraint is considered, have been
shown in Figs. 2 and 5. For the ideal case, the BER is 10 at

of 6.3 dB. From Fig. 9, we see that with NSIEST
and , the BER is at of 6.75 dB. The loss
of for with NSIEST and as compared to the
ideal case at BER is 0.45 dB, which is resultant from
the rate loss. Since the information rate of is 0.790 and the
information rate of the ideal case is 0.889, the asymptotic rate
loss at very high will approach 0.51 dB. In this sense,
NSIEST with a sufficiently large is very efficient for ECC
with strict RLL constraint by properly using the technique of
[5].

V. CONCLUSION

We propose two techniques for the LDPC coded partial re-
sponse channel with RLL constraint. The first is a modification
of the selective flipping technique so that side information is
not needed. The advantage of this modification is the increased
information rate and the disadvantage is the increased compu-
tational complexity as compared to the selective flipping tech-
nique using side information. The second is based on the esti-
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mation of flipped bits for the selective flipping technique. This
technique can increase the information rate or reduce the BER
without the penalty of increasing computational complexity as
compared to the selective flipping technique either using side
information or not using side information. In case of very strict
RLL constraint, the proposed techniques can be incorporated
into a technique in [5] to increase the information rate without
performance degradation.
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